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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe the first version of our
baseline public domain speech recognition
system. This system contains most functionality
normal ly expected in an LVCSR system,
including word-graph generation and rescoring,
cross-word acoustic modeling, state-tying and
Baum-Welch training. The decoder has changed
substantially since last year’s workshop, and
includes a much more powerful search engine. As
a demonstration of its capabilities, we were able
to generate and rescore SWB word-graphs (with a
15.6% word graph error rate) to obtain a 45.6%
WER using crossword acoustic models and a
trigram language model.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two years, ISIP has been developing
a state-of-the-art public domain speech-to-text
system. An early prototype of the decoder, which
forms the core of this system, was demonstrated
at last year’s workshop [1] on a SWB [2]
word-graph rescoring task. Since then we have
added several components to the system,
including an acoustic front-end and HMM
training capabilities, making it a full-fledged large
vocabulary conversational speech recognition
(LVCSR) system. In this paper we describe key
features that have been added to this system in the
past year, and quantify system performance in
terms of required computing resources and word
error rate (WER).

The current system, which has been in release for
several months, is still preliminary in the sense
that it does not use the full repertoire of ISIP
foundation classes (IFCs). The system is

currently being rewritten to be based on the
IFCs so that it is extensible, and portable acro
languages and platforms. We expect this task
be completed by Fall’99, at which time we wil
make our first production release. Users ca
participate in the development of this version o
the system using ISIP’s anonymous CVS serve

2. ENHANCEMENTS TO THE
BASELINE SYSTEM

Our primary goal for the first release of th
system was to provide the most importan
functionality for performing SWB word-graph
rescoring experiments. This allowed us to focu
on the complexity of the search problem. Fo
SWB, this is particularly important because man
existing public domain systems seem to break
the SWB task. Reasons for this include the she
size of the application and the acoustic ambigui
(too many hypotheses with similar likelihoods). A
search engine must be extremely efficient so th
it can maintain a deep stack of significantl
different word sequences, and avoid pruning t
eventual winning hypothesis. Having
accomplished this task, we have focused in t
past year on augmenting the decoder wi
functions required by a comprehensive LVCS
system. Below, we highlight the various module
that have been added in the past year.

Acoustic Front-End: In an attempt to provide an
easy migration path for existing recognitio
acoustic models, we provide an industry standa
front-end [3, 4] that generates mel-space
cepstral coefficients along with their tempora
derivatives (delta) and the acceleration (doubl
delta) coefficients. The user can choose from
wide range of windowing functions, including the
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standard Hamming and Hanning window
Cepstral mean normalization is also an integr
part of the front-end.

Baum-Welch Training: The most effective
training technique for three-state
context-dependent continuous density HMMs
the Baum-Welch algorithm [5]. Another
commonly used approach is the Viterb
algorithm [5], which uses a one-best approach
estimate parameters. It is a simple extension
the Viterbi decoder used in the ISIP system, a
therefore was an obvious choice for the fir
implementation. We have subsequent
introduced Baum-Welch training into our system
Both implementations include most of th
standard features such as the capability
estimate multiple mixtures and the use of mod
and word level transcriptions. Training can b
easily run in a batch mode to allow training acros
multiple processors — a feature crucial to th
large experimental setups required fo
state-of-the-art performance.

State-Tying Using Decision Trees: One of the
main concerns with training context-depende
models is the lack of sufficient training data
Several models typically end up with very few
instances and suffer from bad estimates. To avo
this, states of models with similar phoneti
contexts are allowed to share training data, whi
yields better parameter estimates. Clustering
states that can share data using phonetic cont
information is called phonetic state tying, and
typically performed using statistical decisio
trees [6]. This also allows the system to genera
models for unseen contexts.

Search: The core search algorithm used in th
system is based on a hierarchical variation of t
standard Viterbi-style time-synchronous sear
paradigm. The current version of the decod
supports N-gram decoding and generation
word graphs, network decoding and word grap
rescoring, evaluation of the word graph WER, an
forced alignment. The core search algorithm
described in detail in [7]. The decoder can hand
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both word-internal and cross-word contex
dependent models and uses a tree-bas
organization [8] of the pronunciation lexicon to
efficiently process large vocabulary tasks.

3. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
IN LVCSR DECODING

The decoder is the most complex component
an ASR system and it dominates the resourc
required to run an application. A decoder needs
efficiently manage the large search spa
generated using cross-word context-depend
acoustic models and an N-gram languag
model (LM) for large vocabulary tasks such a
SWB. The following sections provide a brie
synopsis of some key implementation issues f
the decoder.

Lexical Trees: The decoder represents th
phonetic lexicon in terms of a pronunciation
prefix tree [8], which provides the framework fo
the propagation of paths. A copy of this lexica
tree is needed per word ending to represent t
next set of hypothesized words. For larg
vocabulary applications, even a few such copi
of the lexical tree overshoot the availabl
memory. Our decoder avoids this memor
explosion by dissociating the LM scores from th
lexical tree and using only a single tree that
independent of the predecessor words. The L
score for a word is calculated on an as-need
basis and stored in the path instance associa
with the corresponding history word and lexica
tree node. Since the tree is made up
monophones, the system dynamically genera
triphones by traversing the lexical tree nodes
each step.

Language Model Lookahead: Due to the fact
that common phones are shared in the lexic
trees, the identity of a word (and hence th
associated LM score) is uniquely known only a
the terminal node for the branch containing th
word. Therefore the LM score can be applied on
at the end of the word, and not at its beginnin
This delay allows for undesirable growth in th
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complexity of the search by pruning fewer path
Our decoder uses language model lookahead
overcome this problem [9]. Here, while the tru
LM score is added only at a leaf node of the tre
at each non-terminal node the maximum possib
LM score for that branch of the tree is used fo
pruning purposes.

Pruning: In order to conserve computational an
memory resources, it is imperative to identif
low-scoring partial paths that are unlikely to ge
any better, and stop propagating them. A numb
of heuristic criteria are applied to halt the travers
through such paths and return their memory to t
system for reuse. Three important pruning criter
used in the decoder are: (1) a traditional mult
level beam; (2) a limit on the number of activ
phone model instances (MAPMI); (3) a limit on
the number of active word endings. Good decod
performance and resource utilization involve
careful adjustment of these three thresholds —
single pruning dominates when the system
properly tuned (though traditional beam prunin
is the least effective of the three). The impact
performance as a function of pruning is show
below in Figure 1.

Finally, the unique location of a path in the searc
space is described by a data structure known as
instance. This is defined in terms of the lexica
node, the appropriate word history (e.g. N-gram
word network node) and the identity of the HMM
in use. The instance of a path governs i
associated evaluations, merging and propagat
through the search network. Therefore prunin
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based on the maximum number of allowe
instances is very crucial in allowing the decod
to handle resource intensive tasks such as latt
generation for SWB.

4. EVALUATIONS

We have used two tasks to benchmark o
decoder during development: the OGI AlphaDig
Corpus and SWB. In a related project, we ha
been retranscribing and resegmenting the SW
Corpus in an effort to finally provide a clean
version of the database suitable for technolo
development. The original release of SWB wa
based on acoustic segmentations and
transcriptions had an inherent word error rate
approximately 8%. We have complete
resegmentation of the entire 2438 conversatio
and have completed new transcriptions f
569 conversations. A preliminary release o
795 conversations was made for this workshop
that researchers could begin assessing the imp
of the new data.

To benchmark the performance of our system w
ran several comparison experiments usi
existing models trained during WS97 [10]. W
first evaluated the system in word-graph rescor
mode using cross-word triphone models an
WS97 word graphs. This was followed b
generation of word graphs using our system wi
a bigram LM and word-internal models. Th
WER for these new word graphs was measured
be 15.6% and required about 200 xRT on
333 MHz Pentium processor. These new lattic
40.0 60.0
Figure 1: Effect of pruning on the complexity (and therefore efficiency) of the search process.
Frames
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46.7%

45.6%

47.5%

15.6%

New lattice

New lattices - trigram LM

New lattices - bigram LM

WS97 lattices

Word Error Rate

WER
were rescored using cross-word models and
trigram language model. Figure 2 compares t
performance of these systems.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have released into the public domain
complete speech-to-text system capable
efficiently handling large vocabulary tasks such
SWB. The system now includes a cepstral fron
end, Viterbi and Baum-Welch training module
and a time-synchronous one-pass tree-bas
Viterbi decoder. Other salient features of th
system include decision tree-based state tyin
word graph generation and rescoring, an
word graph compaction.

The system has been evaluated using seve
configurations of acoustic and language mode
Performance is comparable to other systems
the same applications, both in terms of accura
complexity and memory usage. We are in th
process of expanding the system to hand
broadcast news tasks (our first step will b
Chinese) to validate its extensibility to foreign
languages and different domains. The larger LM
used in these applications appear to be a ma
challenge. In the following year, we will hold our
first training workshop aimed at introducing
various sites to this toolkit, as well as an industri
design review forum.
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